
The OMS Resources Work Group (RWG) submits feedback on the following topics from the 

September 7th LOLEWG and September 8th RASC stakeholder meetings. This feedback does not 

represent a position of the OMS Board of Directors. 

RAN Reliability Requirements and Sub-Annual Construct 

The OMS Resources Work Group (RWG) appreciates this opportunity to provide further feedback 

on MISO’s efforts on the RAN initiative. The OMS RWG has the following suggestions and 

questions on this topic: 

- On the “Proposed Priority Areas for Evaluation” slide, a fourth bullet point should be 

added under Section B to include inputting results into a monthly construct. The OMS 

RWG would like to see the information on how the risk profile from the chosen future 

generation fleet compositions will align with the different resource adequacy constructs 

before determining that any of the proposed constructs no longer warrant further 

analysis. 

- After MISO completes this analysis, the RWG would like MISO to provide a detailed report 

on the results. While an executive-level summary via PowerPoint is acceptable for an 

initial presentation of the information, the RWG would like a report to provide a deeper 

dive so that we might better understand the potential implications of any proposed 

changes to the resource adequacy construct before a final decision is made and Tariff 

language is filed at FERC. Including spreadsheets with relevant information would also be 

appreciated. 

- The RWG would also like to know how the MISO Planning Resource Auction timeline 

would change under any of the proposed resource adequacy constructs. 

 

LMR MCS Gap 

At the September RASC, there was a lot of discussion on what is the proper amount of LMRs in 

the MISO footprint.  The OMS RWG would like more detailed information on the various reliability 

impacts different levels of LMRs could have at the footprint and zonal-level in order to assist 

states and LSEs in determining what an appropriate level of LMRs might be.  

 

LOLEWG: PY2021-22 Preliminary LOLE Study Results 

The OMS RWG supported the LOLE changes that led to the latest increase in PRM, but was 

caught off guard by the LRR results presented at the September 2020 meeting.  In the future, 

when MISO is making changes to the PRM, please provide the calculations of the LRR, CIL, and 

LCR at the same time, thus informing stakeholders of the pertinent information on the 

proposed changes.  If MISO would have posted the CIL presentation and discussed it prior to 

the LOLE Study results presentation, it may have alleviated several questions and comments 

from stakeholders, thus reducing the potential for confusion.    

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcdn.misoenergy.org%2F20200909%2520RASC%2520Item%252003bii%2520LMR%2520MCS%2520Gap%2520Presentation%2520(RASC009)472234.pdf&data=02%7C01%7Cjanssenb%40michigan.gov%7C6431d68fbf4349015d0d08d855a0985c%7Cd5fb7087377742ad966a892ef47225d1%7C0%7C1%7C637353495529470532&sdata=2wesRdL4DXNoiD%2Fg3CWxs0ViiGsGVtISVMhaXYa6Ols%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.misoenergy.org%2Fstakeholder-engagement%2Fstakeholder-feedback%2F%2319726&data=02%7C01%7Cjanssenb%40michigan.gov%7C6431d68fbf4349015d0d08d855a0985c%7Cd5fb7087377742ad966a892ef47225d1%7C0%7C0%7C637353495529500404&sdata=CZ1uN8V6Hxae5Pfu92rOH9yDfy8yRMSDAsLe4Tg9x1o%3D&reserved=0

